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see him coming and go for a walk in the opposite direction.
In London it is different. Our butler had a specially pompous
manner that he reserved for these discreet announcements :
" Sir, a gentleman has called to see you."
To which my father, without looking up, nor asking who or
what, would answer with dignity :
" Tell him I am not at home."
If ever the " gentleman " did manage to buttonhole him he
got a pretty poor reception.
I always knew when things were getting acute, for then my
father, either from incentive to economy, or in order to distract
his mind from home affairs, would propose us by tele-
phone to lunch with " dear Duchess Milly," or " dear Lady
Dudley," to " those dear Lonsdales," or to " the dear Whitelaw
Reids." . . , There were heaps of them, all "dears" and they
always seemed pleased to see us, probably because my father,
even in his most tormented moments, was a very delightful
person. I used to marvel at his mask to the world, and how
he managed to preserve his spirits and not allow himself to
be crushed by the endless struggle. I have heard it said
that troubles have an ennobling effect upon the character,
but there seemed to be nothing ennobling about poverty,
unless it be a voluntary poverty like that of St. Francis.
The inability to pay what one owes is surely degrading, but
should it necessitate so serious a solution as suicide ? I
pondered this. Peter was away at sea and I had no one in
whom to confide my great fear and horror. I looked at my
father's furrowed face and wondered each day whether I
saw it for the last.
It was his custom to sleep for half an hour after lunch, and I
tiptoed to his door to listen. Would he sleep ? Could he
sleep ? Or would the horrible sound of a shot fired startle
the house ? What agony of mind was mine those days!
In the midst of this unfinished drama came an invitation
from the Connaughts to a week-end party at Bagshot Park.
Princess Margaret and Prince Gustaf (now Crown Prince
through the death of Kong Oscar) were on a visit to England
and the party was for their friends. I determined, to throw off
all care and try to enjoy myself to the utmost during that

